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Introduction
Slartibartfast is a command-line tool which will help you create scenery for Microsoft
Flight Simulator from a variety of real-world or artificial data. It’s not a ‘one-click’
solution, but it will radically reduce the time you need to spend in order to get
working, detailed scenery even with minimal source data.
It is similar in use to Microsoft’s “resample.exe”, provided with the FlightSim SDKs.
In fact, like many other tools it is a front-end or pre-processor for resample and
BGLC. However, while resample will only create mesh, landclass or waterclass data
from data that you must create, Slartibartfast will from only elevation data create
vector coastlines and even reasonable landclass. For greater accuracy you can load
satellite data, easily obtainable from the Internet, which will be used instead of, or as
well as, the artificial coastlines.
It is named for a character in Douglas Adams’ “Hitch-hiker’s Guide to the Galaxy”
books whose job was to create planets. He was particularly proud of the Norwegian
fjord coastline!
This program is not connected in any other way with the estate of Douglas
Adams or any of his books.

Key Features
•

Load mesh data in most common formats

•

Load water data as RAW or images (such as BMP, PNG etc.)

•

Load land and waterclass data as RAW or images

•

Convert input data from UTM or Polar to geographic projection

•

Create coastlines, land- and water-class from only mesh data

•

Merge real-world data with artificial data

•

Repair gaps in SRTM or Aster data

•

Create remesh BGLs directly where your work overlaps FS2004 data

•

Option to create mesh, coastlines, landclass, waterclass or any combination

•

Create artificial lakes and rivers by setting the location of a spring

•

Patch default navaids and airports to match new mesh

•

Extremely configurable!
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Requirements
Both Versions
•

Microsoft SDKs (specifically resample.exe and bglc.exe). I recommend you
use resample.exe from the FS2000 (yes, 2000) SDK because the versions
included with the SDK for FS2002 and FS2004 both have bugs. In this case
you will also need tmfcompress.exe and tmf2bgl.exe .

•

TDFMacros.inc and TDFHeaders.inc

•

For automatic remesh and airport patching, an installed copy of FS2004

•

For the ability to load and save normal images, FreeImage.dll

•

An image editor capable of working with 16-bit data. Photoshop and
Paintshop Pro are ideal; a free alternative is ‘Cinepaint’.

•

An image editor capable of working with 8-bit data, and ideally Layers.
Photoshop or the equally good – and free – Gimp 2.0 . You’ll also need the
RAW loader plugin.

•

A fast processor and lots of memory! I recommend at least 512Mb; processing
an entire LOD5 area is more likely to need at least 1Gb. This depends heavily
on the size and resolution of your input data.

Registered Version
•

To enable hyperthreading or multi-CPU support in the payware version,
pthreadVC.dll

•

A CPU that supports SSE extensions; all Pentium 3 and AMD Athlon class
CPUs (or better) should be OK.
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Third-party Software Licensing
Slarti uses some software written by others, notably the Microsoft compiling tools,
FreeImage and pthreadvc.dll . These are subject to different licensing models.

Microsoft
The Microsoft EULA prohibits distribution of some, but not all, of their compiling
tools. Unfortunately, a certain file which defines the restrictions
(LICENSE\REDIST.TXT) appears to be missing from their SDK packages.
Since the newer SDKs are easily available from their website, this is not a problem
except that you will need to download something else before you can use Slarti.
What is a problem though is that in one case, a bug in the new versions of
resample.exe stops certain things from working. The older one is no longer available
from Microsoft.
So, in line with their EULA, I have included the necessary programs (resample.exe,
tmfcompress.exe and tmf2bgl.exe) in the freeware archive of Slartibartfast. These
programs are the property of Microsoft, and are being made available to you as a
service for no charge. You should not distribute these programs further. If Microsoft
object to my inclusion of these programs, I will remove them at the first opportunity.
To avoid any possible misunderstandings, they are not included in the payware
archive.

FreeImage
The FreeImage dll is included with both freeware and payware versions. This is an
unmodified version of the library, built from source code and again included as a
service, free of charge. Slartibartfast will operate correctly, but with slightly restricted
functionality, without this library.
This program uses FreeImage, a free, open source image library supporting all
common bitmap formats. See http://freeimage.sourceforge.net for details.

Any version of FreeImage equal to or newer than 3.3.0 may be used in place of the
one supplied. However, you may find that the supplied version allows you to
compile larger scenery areas1.

PthreadVC
This library, used only in the payware version, is available free of charge from
RedHat. The copy supplied is entirely unmodified and can be replaced at any time
you wish with newer copies. It is provided free of charge as a service, even though
the rest of the package is only available at cost.
The library is available for free, along with its source code and a copy of the LGPL,
from RedHat.
Slartibartfast will operate correctly, but with slightly restricted functionality, without
this library.
1

It has been compiled with a non-default base address to avoid virtual address space fragmentation.
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Installation
Most of the installation should be performed automatically, putting files in the
correct places. You should only need to locate and install the two header files.
The full installation procedure is desribed again here, in case you need to check or
repair it.
The include files, created by Richard Ludowise, are obtainable from the usual
sources such as www.avsim.com and www.flightsim.com . Suitable copies are
included with LWMViewer.
•

Create a folder C:\Terrain_Tools

•

Copy resample.exe, tmfcompress.exe, tmf2bgl.exe, bglc.exe, TDFMacros.inc
and TDFHeaders.inc into this folder.

•

Strip.exe can go anywhere, but for convenience I recommend you also
place it in C:\Terrain_Tools .

•

Optionally download pthreadVC.dll, which will allow you (with the
registered version) to run multiple threads on multi-CPU or hyperthreading
machines. The DLL should go into the same folder as strip.exe .
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Versions
There are two different versions of Slarti. The free version is slightly limited in what
it will do compared to the ‘payware’ version, although the main features are still
present. A separate license must be obtained if you intend to create commercial
scenery – that is, intended to be sold in online stores or as a shrink-wrap product.
There is no fixed rate for this, so contact me with an offer! Both freeware and
payware versions can be used to create freeware or donation-ware packages.

Freeware

Payware

•

Not optimised

•

CPU-optimised, up to 70% faster.

•

No hyperthreading/multi-CPU
support

•

Runs on all available CPUs

•

Limited to 50,000 vector points in
total, and a detail limit per LOD8
cell.

•

Unlimited vector data points

•

Not to be used for commercial
products

•

Not to be used for commercial
products

•

CoastBias parameter not
supported

•

CoastBias adjustments enabled

•

Three values per landclass
scheme band

•

32 values per landclass scheme
band

•

Environment variables in .inf file
not supported

•

Environment variables in .inf file
are supported

•

Up to 2x HQSample oversampling

•

Unlimited oversampling

The freeware point limitation will adapt to your data. It will keep full detail
wherever possible, only reducing the detail where the number of points is exceeded.

Restricted detail in a complex area in
the freeware version

Full detail in the registered version
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The Process – a typical workflow
Running the program is very simple, as this example shows. Preparing the data is a
more involved process and is detailed later.
1. Optionally download some mesh data. (See the section on suggested
data sources).
2. Optionally download some satellite images to use as water data.
You’re quite free to simply draw some data for both mesh and water
in an image editor of course! Wherever it comes from, you must
provide either mesh or water data or both for something to happen.
3. Edit any satellite images you downloaded.
4. Create an .inf file for Slarti. You can take an existing .inf made for
resample and modify that.
5. Type “strip my_area.inf” at a command line. Slarti will put itself into
the background so that your computer is still usable while it runs.
6. Assuming there are no errors, run the batch file “my_area.bat” which
gets created.
7. Load the BGLs into LWMViewer or FlightSim!

Creating the .inf file
The .inf file controls Slarti’s behaviour in the same way as it does for resample. There
are many more options available however, and also new sections which can be
added.
•

The LWM section is used to set global values which affect all the loaded data.

•

The Source section loads elevation (mesh) data.

•

The WaterSource section loads water data, which is used to make coastlines.

•

LCSource and WCSource sections load landclass and waterclass data.

•

The Rivers section has a list of the artificial springs (watersources) which will
be used to create lakes and rivers.

•

The Destination section gives the location of the output files, and can also
give boundaries.

You should have the Destination section and the LWM section before any Source
sections. Some values in these alter the way that other sections are interpreted.
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In the following tables that describe the various settings, the ‘Type’ field represents
the type of data that is allowed. Parameters in orange are limited or missing in the
freeware version.
•

Switch is 0, no or false, or 1, yes or true .

•

Int

•

Real is a real number such as 1.2, 2.0, 10.3, -641.8257 etc.

•

Text is free text such as “.\Source” or “Desert” .

is an integer (whole number) such as 1, 2, 10, -234 etc.

The [Source] Section
This behaves almost exactly in the same way as it would for resample. There are
some extra values available, some of which are used to reproject UTM or Polar
Stereographic data to WGS84. WGS84 is the format that FlightSim expects, so any
UTM data must be converted. See the chapter on preparing watermaps for more
information.
Parameter

Type

Description

UTMSize

Real

This is the cell size parameter, corresponding to the
GRID_CELL_SIZE_REF value in the .met file for Landsat.

UTMOffX

Int

The X coordinate of the first data pixel in the image. For
Landsat this is usually near 1900 .

UTMOffY

Int

The Y coordinate of the first data pixel in the image. For
Landsat this is usually near 200 .

UTMZone

Int

The UTM Zone used to reproject the data. This is the
ZONE_NUMBER value in the .met file.

HQSample

Int

Use sub-pixel high quality sampling when loading this
file. This overrides a default value set in the [LWM]
section. This can be much slower than the standard
sampling method, which is to use the nearest single
value.

PolarSize

Real

The size in meters of each input value in polarstereographic data.

PolarULX
PolarULY

Real

X and Y distances from the pole of the top left value in
the data, in meters.

PolarLRX
PolarLRY

Real

X and Y distances from the pole of the bottom right
value in the data, in meters.
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The other settings are mostly the same as for resample:
Parameter

Type

Description

Text

The format of data to expect. Acceptable values are
ElevS16LSB and ElevS16MSB (for little-endian and
big-endian RAW 16-bit integer data), Image for data
stored in an image file supported by FreeImage
(including USGS TIF), or Aster for RAW 32-bit
floating-point data. Multisource can also go here.

NumberOfSources

Int

If Type = Multisource, this gives the number of
Source sections to follow. The first should be
[Source1], the second [Source2] etc.

SourceDir

Text

Specifies the directory in which the datafiles can be
found. “.” means the current directory.

SourceFile

Text

Specifies the file to load.

Lat
Lon

Real

Latitude and Longitude of the top left pixel in your
file. These should be in decimal format (i.e. 56.51769)

NumOfCellsPerLine

Int

Width of your data, in pixels.

NumOfLines

Int

Height of your data, in pixels.

CellXDimensionDeg
CellYDimensionDeg

Real

Width and height of one pixel, in degrees.

ScaleInMeters

Real

The height in meters of one unit in your data. If
FractionBits is set to non-zero, this value is ignored.

BaseValue

Real

This is added to the data values after any other
calculations (with FractionBits or ScaleInMeters)

Int

If FractionBits < 0 then
Height = BaseValue + (Source * (1 << -FractionBits))
Else if FractionBits > 0
Height = BaseValue + (Source / (1 << FractionBits))

Type

FractionBits
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The [WaterSource] Section
This uses the same format as the [Source] section, but is used to load data for a
watermap instead of the elevation map.

[LCSource] and [WCSource] Sections
Same format again, except that these preload the Landclass and Waterclass data. This
expects 8-bit data instead of 16-bit because landclass values only run from 0 to 255.

The [Rivers] Section
This provides a list of digital watersources, or springs. Provided that you have
loaded some mesh data, these can be used to create artificial lakes and rivers. There
is only one setting in this section, but you can use it as many times as you like.
Start = lat,long[,max_height]
Lat and Long are the coordinates of the spring. The optional max_height value is
used to limit the elevation in meters to which the water can rise – this can be used to
create lakes with no outlets.
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The [Destination] Section
Again this is almost the same as for resample:
Parameter

Type

Description

DestDir

Text

The folder in which to save the output files.
Typically set to “.\Scenery” .

DestBaseFileName

Text

The main name to use when creating output files.

If false, the boundary of the data can be set in this
section. If true, the boundary is set so that all source
UseSourceDimensions Switch data is included. Where you are using different
data sources, this can often leave undefined gaps
around the edges.
NorthLat
SouthLat
WestLong
EastLong

Real

Give the boundary of the area to be processed, if
UseSourceDimensions is set to 0. These should be
given in decimal degrees. You can also give a
reference to a LOD8 area by prefixing the area
number with ‘C’. Valid numbers are 0 → 767 for
longitude, 0 → 511 for latitude.

One thing that differs slightly from resample in the Destination section is that you
don’t need to specify NorthLat,SouthLat etc. even if you’re loading more than one
source file. The boundary of the work area will always be set large enough that all
source data is included. However, the boundary values are very useful when you’re
using real-world data. Files from different sources rarely define the exact same area,
so you would always have gaps around the edges where there is no overlap. By
setting the boundaries appropriately, you can trim off any undefined bits.

Source 1
Source 2
Boundary
Undefined

With explicit boundaries set

With no explicit boundaries set
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The [LWM] Section
Last but certainly not least this provides control over all of Slarti’s functions, not just
the ones for creating LWMs. Only the possible settings and a brief description are
listed here; detailed information on how they work will be provided later.

Mesh-related Settings
Parameter

Type

Description

SRTM

Int

0 and upwards. If non-zero, SRTM gaps are detected and
erased, and SeaLevel noise is smoothed out. The higher
the value, the more aggressive the noise-removal
algorithm gets.

UndefHeight

Int

-25000 → 2000. Sets the height below which terrain is
considered to be undefined, for patching.

Int

Sets the elevation of sealevel in meters. Normally 0 of
course, changing this can help to process low-lying but
dry areas such as the Dead Sea; setting higher than 0 can
be used to process large lakes.

Real

0 – 10.0 . If non-zero, mesh data is sharpened. This can
look a bit strange in LWMViewer but, depending on the
data, may look better in FlightSim. 0.3 seems to be a
good place to start.

SeaLevel

Sharpen

ExpandMesh

If true, any mesh data is expanded with the value of
SeaLevel to a size where it should not be clipped by
Switch
resample. This new mesh is used in the final batch file
instead of the original.

NormalMesh

If true, any mesh data loaded will be converted into an
elevation BGL. You don’t need to set this if you’re only
Switch
loading elevation data to create landclass or LWM files,
this value only sets whether or not a mesh BGL is made.

CoarseMesh

If true, mesh data will be given to resample at a lower
resolution. This can be useful to avoid ‘mesh seams’,
where your new mesh doesn’t match the existing FS
Switch mesh (which will still be used in the distance) and gaps
appear.
Using this at the same time as NormalMesh will generate
two mesh BGLs at different resolutions.
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PatchAPT

If true and you have FS2004 installed and have loaded
mesh, Slarti will try to find any airports or navaids that
lie within the boundaries of the processed elevation data.
Switch
If any are found, their elevations are reset to match the
new mesh, and new FL and AP BGLs are written in your
DestDir .

PatchLWM

If true and you have FS2004 installed and have created
LWM coastlines, copies of the default BGLs are created
Switch
where any LOD8 cells which also contain LWMs in your
scenery are removed.

Remesh

If true and you have FS2004 installed and have loaded
mesh, remesh BGLs are created automatically which will
correct the fixed-height lakes and sealevel defined by
Switch FS2004 and which would otherwise affect your mesh.
This should only be used for small areas!
Remesh is written directly as a BGL for performance
reasons.

RemeshSource

Switch

If true, and Remesh is enabled, this writes the source
code for the remesh to disk as well as the BGL.

NoIslands

If true, islands that are smaller than a single LOD13
Switch square will be cut out of the underlying water polygon
instead of being created as a land polygon on top of it.

HQSample

0 and upwards. If non-zero, use sub-pixel sampling for
all source files, unless directed otherwise for individual
files. Higher values specify higher degrees of subsampling.

Int
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Land and Waterclass Settings
Parameter

Type

Description

Landclass

Text

Create, Overwrite or None. If set to Create or Overwrite,
landclass data is generated and processed. If no landclass
data is loaded, it will be generated based on the mesh
elevation. Set to Create, it will only create the output files
if they don’t already exist.

Waterclass

Text

The same, but for waterclass.

UpdateLC
UpdateWC

If true, the entire land/waterclass map is written to disk
as an image after processing. This is in addition to the
Switch
normal land/waterclass datafiles which are split into
257x257 chunks.

Scheme

Text

Gives the name of the land/waterclass elevation-to-class
mappings to use. The schemes are defined in a separate
file and described below.

DitherLC

Int

0 or higher. If non-zero, the edges of any landclass or
waterclass data will be dithered, making it blend in with
existing data.

Vector (LWM/VTP) Settings
Parameter

Type

Description

Coastline

Switch

If true, vector data is created.

ExportBLN

Switch

If true, vector data is also saved as BLN format.

ExportSBuilder

Switch

If true, project data will be saved for SBuilder.

RasterSmooth

Real

1.0 or upwards. The amount of smoothing to apply to the
water data when deciding whether a point is water or
land.

VectorSmooth

Real

1.0 or upwards. Controls the maximum allowable
deviation when deciding which vector points to include.

CoastBias

Real

1.0 or upwards. The default is 1.5. This sets a threshold
used at land/water boundaries to decide whether to
declare it as land or water. This is very sensitive and
values outside the range 1.2 → 2.0 will probably do
strange things!

LWMVersion

Int

2 or 3. 2 is for FS2002, 3 is for FS2004. Note that FS2002
code is more flexible and also works well in FS2004. In
FS2004 mode, all polygons have fixed heights.
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Parameter

Type

Description

LWMCling

Int

0, 1 or 2. This only works in FS2002 mode. 0 means that
all water polygons have fixed height. 1 means that
sealevel polygons are fixed to sealevel, all other are
mesh-clinging. 2 means that all polys are mesh-clinging.

VTPMerge

Switch

If true, the new VTPs will be used in addition to the
default ones. If false, the defaults will be overridden.

LWMMerge

This controls the cell types. If no land is found in an
LWM cell, it is marked as water. If it contains land, it will
Switch
be marked as Land if LWMMerge is false or Transparent
if LWMMerge is true.

Int

1 → 120. This sets the maximum width for VTP shorelines
around LWM polygons for beach (at sealevel), lake (flat
but non-sealevel) and river (sloping) elevations.

OceanTex
LakeTex
RiverTex

Text

Set the texture names to be used for ocean (at sealevel),
lake (not at sealevel but flat) and river (not at sealevel
and sloping) VTP shoreline polygons. These are simply
copied into the output files.

MinVTPLength

Int

0 and upwards. Any VTP shorelines around islands or
small lakes that are less then the length specified here are
discarded. Try a value of 50-75 to start with.

VTPLayer

Int

1 → 255. Controls the BGL layer used for shorelines.

BeachWidth
LakeWidth
RiverWidth

UpdateWM

If true, the watermap is saved to disk as an image. You
Switch can use this to check it’s doing what you expect, or as a
basis for editing.

ForceMask

0, 1 or 2. This affects data loaded in the WaterSource
section but can only be set globally instead of for each
source. If 1, loaded data is assumed to have 0 for water
and non-zero for land. If 2, 0 represents land and all other
values are water. If 0, a watermap is loaded. See the
section on watermaps for the distinction between a map
and a mask.

UndefLand

Int

This controls the default value for any remaining
undefined areas in the watermap after the application of
Switch loaded watermaps/masks and generated rivers and
lakes. Set to false, undefined areas become SeaLevel
water. Set to true (default), undefined areas become land.
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Other Settings
Parameter

Type

Description

UseCPUs

Int

Controls support for hyperthreading, or multiple CPUs.
If you have installed pthreadVC.dll, Slarti will split some
tasks over all available CPUs. You can limit this, or force
it to run more threads than there are installed CPUs, by
setting this value.

ToolsDir

Text

The location of your compiling tools.

Default Values
All of the LWM section parameters have default values. If you don’t wish to alter
these values, you don’t need to enter anything into the .inf file. Values in orange are
limited or missing in the freeware version.
RasterSmooth = 2.5
VectorSmooth = 6.0
CoastBias = 1.5
LandClass = none
WaterClass = none
Coastline = True
SeaLevel = 0
Scheme = (inbuilt)
RemeshSource = False
Remesh = False
SRTM = 0
UndefHeight = -150
Sharpen = 0
LWMVersion = 3
LWMCling = 0
LWMMerge = 1
NoIslands = False
VTPMerge = 0
UpdateWM = False
UpdateLC = False
UpdateWC = False

DitherLC = 0
UndefLand = True
CoarseMesh = False
ExpandMesh = True
NormalMesh = True
BeachWidth = 120
LakeWidth = 80
RiverWidth = 20
OceanTex = “1026”
LakeTex = “1063”
RiverTex = “1072”
VTPLayer = 8
MinVTPLength = 0
PatchAPT = False
PatchLWM = False
ForceMask = 0
HQSample = 0
UseCPUs = (number of CPUs)
ToolsDir = C:\Terrain_Tools
ExportBLN = False
ExportSBuilder = False
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Environment Variables
As well as entering exact values in the .inf file, it’s possible to use an environment
variable. This is a value that can be changed or set at the command prompt or, more
usefully, in a batch file. For example, if you entered “SET VARNAME=1” in your batch
file, you could have “NormalMesh = %VARNAME%” in the .inf file. This feature is not
available in the freeware version.
Combined with a little DOS batch file, this feature allows you to use a single .inf file
for different runs through the program, or to split a large area into smaller files
without having to create many similar .inf files or edit them by hand for each run.
For example, the following .bat and .inf were used to process an entire continent in
twelve sections, with each section having different boundaries and a different
filename:
Main.inf
[Destination]
DestDir = ".\Scenery"
DestBaseFileName = %FNAME%
UseSourceDimensions = 0
LOD = Auto
NorthLat = %LAT%
WestLong = %LONG%
SouthLat = %LAT2%
EastLong = %LONG2%

[Source]
Type = ElevS16MSB
SourceDir = "."
SourceFile = "osu_v2.raw"
NumOfCellsPerLine = 28680
NumOfLines = 24580
PolarSize = 200
PolarMap = -1
PolarULX = -2868000.000
PolarULY = 2458000.000
PolarLRX = 2868000.000
PolarLRY = -2458000.000
Lat = -71
Long = 0
CellXdimensionDeg = 0.001831055
CellYdimensionDeg = 0.001373291

[LWM]
Landclass = none
Waterclass = none
Coastline = %DOCOAST%
NormalMesh = %DOMESH%
CoarseMesh = %DOMESH%
ExpandMesh = 0
LWMVersion = 2
LWMCling = 1
UndefLand = 0
HQSample = 3
NumCPUS = 4

ScaleinMeters

= 1.00000000

All.bat
@echo off

if not %LP% == -3 goto l2

set
set
set
set

set /A LONG2=%LONG%+30
set FNAME=A%LONG%S%LAT%
if %DOIT% == 1 call :process
set LONG=%LONG2%
if not %LONG% == 180 goto l1

DOCOAST=1
DOMESH=1
LONG=-180
LAT2=-89.9

:l1
set LATLIST=-75-72-71-71-74-68-68 ←
-65-65-65-65-67
set DOLIST=111110001110
set
:l2
set
set
set
set
set

/A LP=(%LONG%+180)/10
LAT=%LATLIST:~,3%
LATLIST=%LATLIST:~3,99%
DOIT=%DOLIST:~,1%
DOLIST=%DOLIST:~1,99%
/A LP=%LP%-3

goto :eof
:process
echo Create %FNAME% between %LONG%←
and %LONG2% from %LAT% south.
strip main.inf
if not exist %FNAME%.bat exit
call %FNAME%
del %FNAME%_new.*
del %FNAME%_big.*
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Example .inf file
This is an example of an .inf file which shows some of the parameters in use. It will
create polygon coastlines (Coastline = 1 is default, so doesn’t need to be specified)
but no mesh (NormalMesh = 0) or landclass (Landclass and Waterclass default to
none) for an area which is described in four files – one for elevation, and three
overlapping watermaps. The elevation data is loaded even though mesh isn’t being
created, because the watermaps have some undefined areas and the elevation data
will be used to fill those in. The LWM/VTP files will be created with sealevel polys
fixed at zero altitude, but with lakes and rivers (i.e. not at sealevel) draped over the
mesh (LWMCling = 1, LWMVersion = 2). Sealevel shorelines will be made with a
slightly narrower width than normal (BeachWidth=100) and, where a very narrow
feature such as an inlet or river, or a sandbar or pier exists in the data, an emphasis
will be given to water (CoastBias = 1.3). All files except the one in WaterSource3
will be loaded with 3x oversampling (HQSample = 3 and HQSample = 0).

SourceDir = "."
SourceFile = "p221r096.bmp"
Lat = -50.7352203
Lon = -59.4471105
NumOfCellsPerLine = 7892
NumOfLines = 7622
UTMOffX = 1824
UTMOffY = 110
UTMSize = 28.5
UTMZone = 21

[Destination]
DestDir = ".\Scenery"
DestBaseFileName = "67009577"
UseSourceDimensions = 0
LOD = Auto
NorthLat = -50.775
SouthLat = -52.56
WestLong = C252
EastLong = C260
[LWM]
RasterSmooth = 3
NormalMesh = 0
LWMVersion = 2
LWMCling = 1
BeachWidth = 100
CoastBias = 1.3
HQSample = 3
[Source]
Type = ElevS16LSB
SourceDir = "."
SourceFile = "67009577.raw"
Lat = -50.772916664635751
Lon = -62.006250003519703
NumOfCellsPerLine = 5729
NumOfLines = 2336
CellXDimensionDeg = 0.000833334
CellYDimensionDeg = 0.000833334
ScaleInMeters = 1.00000000
[WaterSource]
Type = MultiSource
NumberOfSources = 3
[WaterSource1]
Type = Image

[WaterSource2]
Type = Image
SourceDir = "."
SourceFile = "p222r096.bmp"
Lat = -50.736277
Lon = -60.9913861
NumOfCellsPerLine = 8359
NumOfLines = 7939
UTMOffX = 2180
UTMOffY = 138
UTMSize = 28.5
UTMZone = 20
[WaterSource3]
Type = Image
SourceDir = "."
SourceFile = "p221r097.bmp"
Lat = -52.137789
Lon = -60.1145442
HQSample = 0
NumOfCellsPerLine = 8073
NumOfLines = 7607
UTMOffX = 1790
UTMOffY = 104
UTMSize = 28.5
UTMZone = 21
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Schemes.cfg and Landclass
This file is used when generating landclass values artificially. The basis is that
landcover will often change based on altitude. For example, on a large scale you
might have (in ascending order) beach, grassland, crops and towns, temperate forest,
needle-leaf forest, alpine meadow, tundra, rock, snow. It can work on smaller scales
too. This process is certainly no substitute for real landclass data but could be used to
create a reasonable look for completely new areas. You could use this ‘fake’ data as a
starting point for manual editing.
If you load landclass or waterclass data, the ‘scheme’ method of creating landclass
will only be used to fill in any remaining undefined gaps. Since landclass data is 8-bit
and not 16-bit, the normal value for undefined data (UndefHeight or lower) may be
out of range – 8-bit data can only store values from 0 to 255. Therefore the undefined
value has been set as 254. This is also the value that FlightSim recognises as
undefined landclass.
The different altitude bands are defined in a file called “schemes.cfg”. Each has a
name in [square brackets], followed by a number of lines . Each line contains:
•

The upper limit, in meters, of this landclass band.

•

A 'fuzz' value. This is the height variation of the boundary. 0 means it's a
sharp landclass boundary, 250 (for example) would mean the boundary will
randomly vary 250 meters either side of the boundary elevation.

•

0 or 1; 0 means this line is read as a waterclass value, 1 is a landclass value.

•

A list of up to 31 landclass values between 0 and 255. Each of these values has
an equal, random chance of being used. To make one class more prevalent
than others, include it more than once.

Each line should be define a band of higher elevation than the previous. For example:
[Tropical]
-250,0,0,60
-70,0,0,58
-15,0,0,57
500,0,0,42
99999,0,0,57
8,0,1,137
20,0,1,34
300,30,1,32
700,0,1,29,875,29,33,94,33
99999,0,1,141,129,130,141

This file defines a scheme called "Tropical". To use this, you would have "Scheme =
Tropical" in your .inf file. Many different schemes can go into the same schemes.cfg
file, each with a different name.
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First it defines five waterclass bands:
1. Anywhere below -250m, use waterclass 60.
2. Between -250m and -70m, use waterclass 58.
3. Between -70m and -15m, use waterclass 57.
4. Between -15m and 500m, use waterclass 42. Why go above sealevel for
waterclass? It's used for all LWM polygons, not just the ocean, so any lakes or
LWM rivers on land will use these waterclass values too. Likewise, defining
landclass bands below sealevel is also valid.
5. Between 500m and 99999m, use waterclass 57 again.
Then come five landclass bands:
1. Below 8m, use 137 (tan sand).
2. Between 8m and 20m, use class 34.
3. Between 20m and 270-330m, use class 32.
4. Between 270-330m and 700m, use class 29 (40% likely), 33 (40% likely), or 29.
875 would be an error, because it’s larger then 255.
5. Above 700m, use class 141 (50% likely), 129 or 130 (25% each).
The landclass values are defined in Microsoft’s SDK document “Creating
Terrain.doc” . There is also a very useful program called “PolyView” available on
www.avsim.com by James Bertelson which shows pictures of each landclass type.

Artificial landclasses created from mesh altitude.
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Method of Operation
There are many different stages in the process of converting the input data into BGLs
and naturally they vary depending on what types of data you load and what types of
BGLs you want to be created. This section will give you a short overview of the order
in which things happen.
1. The .inf file is read, and all the details of the source files of all types are noted.
The work area boundary is set and the data resolution set to the highest of all
the input files. All files that now get loaded will be scaled up to this
resolution.
2. If you've asked for remesh BGLs, your FS2004 scenery files are scanned and
any that overlap the work area are noted.
3. Any elevation files are loaded and, if necessary, patched and sharpened.
4. Any water files are loaded and converted to a 16-bit altitude map. If you load
a mask, the altitudes are set based on the elevation data already loaded. If
you haven't loaded elevation data, you can't use a mask!
5. If you have loaded elevation data, any rivers defined in the .inf are allowed to
flow over it. The results are added to the watermap.
6. Any remaining gaps in the water map are filled in. If you've loaded elevation
data, the watermap gaps are set based on whether the elevation is above or
below sealevel. If you haven't loaded elevation data, or the elevation data is
also undefined in the same places, the watermap will be set to land or water
depending on the UndefLand parameter.
7. Any land or waterclass data is loaded.
8. If you have asked for mesh BGLs to be created, a RAW file will be created if
the data has been changed in any way.
9. If you have asked for class BGLs, a set of 257x257 RAW 8-bit files will be
written to disk (depending on the value of Landclass and Waterclass
parameters)
10. If you have asked for remesh or coastline BGLs to be created, each LOD8 area
is processed in turn and any LWM or VTP sourcecode is written to disk.
11. A script is written which will build all of the files you requested.
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Data Types
No matter where you get it from, most of your data will probably be 16-bit. This is
the smallest word size that can hold enough information to represent elevation in the
real world. It can store values between (roughly) -32000 and 32000; when this is
taken to mean meters, clearly it has enough scope to show even the highest areas
with lots of room to spare.
To make editing the data easier, some limits are placed on this range. Any value
below UndefHeight in most input data is assumed to be undefined. This means that
you can easily overlap data from different sources. For example, most Landsat data
has undefined areas around the edge. By simply flood-filling these with a suitable
value you can load all the data in the image without having to crop the data to a
rectangle and thereby cut off valid data, even if it overlaps another area.
In an editor, your 16-bit data can be shown in different ways. Usually it will be as a
greyscale display; 16-bit RGB (colour) data, sometimes labelled as 48-bit because it
has 16 bits for each of the three colour channels, won't be interpreted correctly.
Depending on the editor, even the greyscale can be shown in different ways!

Viewing 16-bit data
The more common ways of showing a 16-bit value are:
•

Signed 16-bit. This is the most appropriate one to use. It will show data
values exactly as they are interpreted by Slarti (or resample).

•

Unsigned 16-bit. This will require a bit of mental arithmetic. Values between
0 and 32,767 are correct but values from 32,768 to 65,535 must have 65,636
subtracted from them to work out the actual elevation.

•

Percentage of black. Even more confusing, percentage black is usually based
on unsigned 16-bit but also runs the wrong way! 100% black is sealevel, 51%
black is roughly 30,000 meters up, 49% black is roughly 30,000 meters down
and 0% black (i.e. white) is one meter below sealevel.

•

Truncated 8-bit values. Although you're editing 16-bit data, your editor may
only show you 8-bit values - that is, from 0 to 255. In this case you need to
multiply by 256 to get the real value - which may still need converted from
unsigned to signed!

If this sounds horribly complicated don't worry too much. Once you've found out
which way your editor shows the data it will soon become clear what the ranges are.
Chances are that you won't ever need to edit the data based on elevation, but purely
on the basis of defined or undefined data. In this case, this table should help.
If the editor shows

Sealevel is

Undefined is

0 to 255
a % value
0 to 65535
-32767 to 32767

0
100%
0
0

129 → 157
49% → 38%
32769 → 40535
-25000 → -32767
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Above Sealevel
(low → high)
1 → 97
99% → 62%
1 → 24999
1 → 24999

Below Sealevel
(shallow → deep)
255 → 158
0% → 37%
65535 → 40536
0 → -24999
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You can find out which scale your editor uses by drawing small sections of pure
black and pure white, and looking at the values that get displayed. If the range isn’t
listed here, you may need to do a little mental arithmetic!
But there are sections missing in this table. These represent another special range of
values, which are used only when loading a watermap. Because any elevation data in
a watermap is interpreted as the height of the water surface, a special range is
needed to describe areas that are land. In the same way as anything below –25000m
is undefined, anything above 25000m in a watermap is taken as land.
If the editor shows

Land, in a watermap, is

0 to 255
a % value
0 to 65535
-32767 to 32767

98 → 127
51% → 61%
25000 → 32767
25000 → 32767

Viewing other data
One other common data source is called ‘Aster’, after the satellite that collected it. It
is similar to SRTM but of higher resolution, 30m compared to the 90m of SRTM.
Unfortunately it suffers from the same data holes and has a much lower coverage. It
usually comes as a rather complex file with an “.hdf” suffix which Slarti won’t read
directly. There are free tools, particularly “hdf2bin”, which will convert hdf into a
more readable format which you can then use.
Although these files contain basically the same numbers as the SRTM equivalent,
they are stored in a different way. If you load these files into an image editor such as
Cinepaint, the file will probably appear to be made up of nothing but pure black and
pure white. In fact there’s nothing wrong with it, it’s just that the numbers are being
interpreted slightly differently than you might expect.
The file contains elevations and therefore has a large range of numbers represented.
The problem is that the image editor will probably expect to only find values
between 0.0 and 1.0, representing ‘very dark’ to ‘very light’. This means that all
elevations above 1m appear as pure white, and anything at or below sealevel appears
as pure black.
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Preparing Input Data
Whatever data you are loading, you will need to work out certain values that
describe it so that Slarti knows where it is and what to do with it. These values are
usually the same as would be used for resample.exe and are described under
[Source]. They are always provided with downloaded data, so all you need to do is
look up the right numbers in a text file. Here are some examples for the most widelyused types of free data.

Landsat or other UTM data
Landsat images are perfect for creating watermaps, and usually come as a UTMprojected .tif file with an accompanying .met file.
In the .met

In [Source]

GRID_CELL_SIZE_REF
ZONE_NUMBER
SCENE_UL_CORNER_LAT
SCENE_UL_CORNER_LON
PRODUCT_LINES_REF
PRODUCT_SAMPLES_REF
Not needed
Not needed

UTMOff[XY]

UTM_Size
UTM_Zone
Lat
Long
NumOfLines
NumOfCellsPerLine
CellXDimensionDeg
CellYDimensionDeg

Two other values are required, UTMOffX and
UTMOffY. These need to be fetched from an
image editor. To do this, load the data into your
editor. There is usually an undefined gap around
the real data. UTMOffX and UTMOffY should be
set to the coordinates of the top left pixel of the
real data, often somewhere near 1900, 200.

Undefined

The main use for Landsat data is to create
watermaps. However, each image is made up of
Typical Landsat image.
more than one file. The original data is available
in several different bands, corresponding to
different wavelengths of light. Each band is usually available as a separate file. For
our purposes, the best band to download is usually 4 or 5, often named something
like “p220r096_7t20010219_z21_nn50.tif” . The band is given after “nn” – in this
case, the “nn50” says that the file contains band 5 data. “nn40” would be band 4 data,
etc.
Bands 4 and 5 both represent infra-red images. These are useful because water has
very different thermal characteristics to land; even shallow water usually shows up
as a deep black. Unfortunately, so do shadows. This means that you will need to
spend some time editing the images to remove the shadows of clouds and cliffs. One
of the common problems of this type of data is seeing a lake in the simulator firmly
stuck to the side of a near-vertical slope!
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SRTM
This is usually downloaded as files covering 1 degree in each direction. There is no
accompanying file with a description, but for SRTM it’s not needed – everything we
need is in the filename.
SRTM files have names like “S34W027.hgt”. This means the file contains data for one
degree square, with its bottom-left corner at 34 degrees south, 27 degrees west.
In the filename
S34????.hgt
???W027.hgt
0.0008333334
0.0008333334
1201
1201

In [Source]
Lat
Long
CellXDimensionDeg
CellYDimensionDeg
NumOfLines
NumOfCellsPerLine

The width (NumOfCellsPerLine) and height (NumOfLines) are almost always 1201
for SRTM90. You can check this, or work out the correct values, by dividing the size
of the file on disk by two and then taking the square root.
CellX- and YdimensionDeg are also usually fixed
values. They can be worked out as 1/(width-1) and
1/(height-1). For a width and height of 1201, these both
work out to 0.000833333… However, we need to tweak
this a little to avoid an arithmetic problem. This
number ends in an infinite series of 3s and, since
computers don’t cope well with numbers of infinite
precision, the results of any calculations will always be
a little inaccurate. If it’s inaccurate low, the data might
not fill the area it should and you’ll end up with gaps.
So, to make it inaccurate high, put in five or six 3s and
then a 4. Of course, any inaccuracy is unfortunate but a
small overlap is much less visible than a small gap.

Rounding errors in a BGL

The Latitude value needs to be moved one degree north, because Slarti works from
the top left and SRTM files are named for the bottom left. In this example, the
filename “S34…” would be entered into the .inf as “Lat = -33” .
Last, you need to set “Type = ElevS16MSB”. SRTM .hgt files are stored in a format
that makes sense to Unix machines and needs to be reversed to be used on a PC. If
you load SRTM datafiles into an image editor, they must be loaded with width and
height both 1201, single channel, 16-bit “big-endian” or “Mac” byte order.
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USGS
For the USA and a few outlying places, USGS NED (National Elevation Dataset) data
is very high quality. If you use this, make sure you choose “GeoTIFF” format and not
“ArcGrid” – the default – before downloading it. You will get a package containing a
number of files, but the interesting ones are something.tif and something.tfw where
‘something’ is a random number only used to identify your dataset to the computers
that create it.
The .tfw contains almost all the information you need, but unlike other formats, there
are no descriptions of the different numbers that appear in it. A typical .tfw file looks
like this:
0.000833333333299998720
0.0
0.0
-0.000833333333299998720
-62.006250003519703
-50.772916664635751

In something.tfw
Line
Line
Line
Line

6
5
1
4, without the -

In [Source]
Lat
Long
CellXDimensionDeg
CellYDimensionDeg

Contents of a .tfw file

You also need to set the width (NumOfCellsPerLine) and height (NumOfLines).
These are just the width and height in pixels of the .tif file – load it into an editor and
look at the image properties.

Polar Stereographic
This data is quite rare, but you may find it if you’re working near the poles where
there is no SRTM data available. There will be an accompanying metadata file, or at
least a document giving the projection parameters. The names of the values may be
slightly different.
Metadata value

In [Source]

Upper Left X
Upper Left Y
Lower Right X
Lower Right Y
Latitude of true scale
Longitude of central meridian
Cell Size
Rows
Columns

PolarULX
PolarULY
PolarLRX
PolarLRY
Lat
Long
PolarSize
NumOfLines
NumOfCellsPerLine

For polar data, the CellX and YdimensionDeg values aren’t used for the source data.
Instead, they specify the dimensions of each value in the output data that is created
when the input file is converted to a geographical projection. You can set these to
whatever you want, but they should obviously be suitable for the data.
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Scaling, reprojecting and data quality
Chances are that your input data doesn’t exactly match the dimensions of the
FlightSim LOD system. In this case, it will need to be scaled or even reprojected if it’s
not already formatted as geographic data.
If you scan the FlightSim-related internet file libraries you’ll probably come across
huge mesh files which are described as 9.6m or 19.2m data. This sounds great, but
(quite apart from the fact that FS2004 won’t display any detail less than 38.4m!) are
they really that detailed? Try loading
some
into
TMFViewer
or
LWMViewer.
Details
can’t
be
generated from nothing, and if the
data has been forced to a higher LOD
it’s usually very visible. This just
wastes diskspace and memory, and
slows down the sim. While squeezing
76m BGLs out of 90m SRTM source
data is acceptable because the next
DEM data which has been artificially
option is 152m and would be a large
oversampled to sound more detailed than it
data loss, anything more than this is
really is.
wasteful and misleading.
This applies to Slarti just as much as any other tool and, of more relevance to you as
a designer, it also means longer processing times. When each datafile is being read, it
is converted to the highest resolution of all the files being loaded. This is because all
input files are loaded into the same space, and either the coarse files must be
expanded or the detailed files must be shrunk. Shrinking always loses data, so coarse
files are expanded. This means you will need to be careful if you are using data from
two different sources. If your mesh data is lower resolution than the other data, it
will be expanded and will give larger mesh BGLs than you might have expected. The
solution is to process the mesh on one
pass, then process the water features on
another.

Polar data which has been reprojected.

The same data reprojected with
HQSample=3

More of a problem for UTM or polar
data is reprojection. FlightSim expects its
data to conform to a certain model of the
Earth. If your data corresponds to a
different model, it must be converted.
Instead of just being stretched or shrunk
it needs to be distorted and in the case of
polar data, this distortion can be extreme.
In the first image to the left the diagonal
stripes correspond to different horizontal
lines in the original data.
To fix this, you can ask for high quality
sampling in the .inf file by setting
HQSample larger than 0. Instead of
getting only one value from the source
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data for each destination value, it fetches many values. This tries to fix the stripes
caused by reprojecting, or squares caused by enlarging. However, it means that the
resulting data can lose some sharpness and it takes much longer to process. The total
number of samples processed, and therefore the total time taken, will be
(HQSample+1)2. You can try and set Sharpen to regain some detail, but in general the
more processing that is applied to data, the more artificial it looks.
If you’re going to use HQSample the most efficient way to experiment with different
settings is to process your entire area first with HQSample=0 . Then load the BGL
into LWMViewer and pick an area with prominent features. Set
UseSourceDimensions=0 in the .inf and set appropriate boundaries (see
[Destination]). Now you can process only this test area with different values of
HQSample. When you’re happy with the results, set UseSourceDimensions and the
boundaries back to their original values ready to process the entire dataset.

Elevation Data
You may find yourself using elevation data even if you don’t intend to produce mesh
BGLs. Both artificial landclass and artificial coastlines depend on having valid
elevation data. Fortunately there is usually very little you need to do other than find
the right data in the first place.
Slarti will do most of the common data-preparation tasks for you. It will fix holes in
Aster or SRTM data, merge datafiles of different resolutions and re-project polar or
UTM data to geographic (latitude/longitude) as required by resample.exe . Of
course, you could always use another program such as Blackart or a commercial GIS
application to perform these tasks.
If any kind of alteration is made to mesh data, even if it’s not going to used to
generate mesh, the results of the alterations are saved to disk.

SRTM Patching
Although the SRTM dataset has very wide coverage it is plagued by two problems –
holes in the data, and noisy water. The first can be fixed in one of two ways; filling
the hole with real data from another source, or by basically making it up. To make
things easier for you as a developer, Slarti makes it up.
When it finds a hole in the data, it looks at the areas surrounding the hole and tries to
continue the same style of terrain into the missing section. Of course, it’s all
guesswork so the chances of getting close to what’s really there are small. However,
it usually produces something which isn’t immediately obvious as a gap.
As the hole gets bigger, it gets much less likely that passable terrain will be created to
fill it. Also, large holes take longer to fill – much longer. You might find that
particularly over water, substantial chunks of data are missing. You can save youself
a long wait in this case by loading the data into your image editor and filling the
holes yourself. For water, especially at sealevel, it’s easy – you just pick a single
colour (usually black, for 0 elevation) and a large brush and paint in the missing bits.
You can use the same idea for large missing chunks of land, though. Painting all of
the terrain would be difficult, but you can give Slarti hints about the terrain you
want by just putting spots of data, at suitable elevations, here and there in the
missing sections. The rest of the gaps will still be filled, but any spots you’ve added
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will be seen as real terrain and the missing bits will be generated to match these. You
could, for example, paint in a ridgeline or mountain peak and then leave Slarti to
guess at the layout of the slopes.
Much better of course is to fill the gaps with real data, for which you’ll need to first
find alternative data and then use a specialist program like Blackart. You could just
load some alternative data such as DTED0 before loading your SRTM files, but the
result would not be as good.
Noise is a more difficult problem to solve. Many large areas of water, and especially
the ocean, aren’t shown as level in SRTM data but as a noisy area which varies many
meters around where it should be. This isn’t even in a nice wave pattern which you
could possibly use, but in a random scatter much like the white noise on an untuned
TV set. The problem it causes is this: how do you know where the noise stops and
the real data starts, when the noise could be up to 12-15 meters either side of the real
water level?
Slarti uses a statistical technique based on the values you set for SeaLevel and SRTM.
If SRTM is zero, no attempt is made to correct the data. Many datasources will not
need any correction, so this allows you to skip this step completely. Assuming that
you have set SRTM, your data is scanned with logic something like this:
1. Is all the data nearby less than SRTM meters from SeaLevel ?
2. If yes, does all the data nearby seem to be random or ordered?
3. If it looks random, it’s probably water. Set it to SeaLevel. If it looks ordered,
it’s probably low-lying land. Leave it alone.
Then it does it again in a slightly different way, focussing on land/water boundaries
instead of open areas. This tries to set a balance between removing as much noise as
possible, and leaving real shorelines and even small islands in place. Good values to
start with are “SeaLevel = 3” and “SRTM = 12” .
As the SRTM value gets higher, you’re more likely to start losing areas of low-lying
land so you’ll need to experiment a bit with different values, depending on your
data. This is more important if you’re using the SRTM elevation data to autogenerate coastlines. If you’re loading water data then getting the noise removed from
the ocean (or large lakes) is less important because you can simply flatten it with
LWMs. Even so, it’s still a good idea to try and minimise the noise. Noisy data will
give you a much larger elevation BGL which will, in turn, slow down the sim.

Water data
In this section I’ll use two terms – watermap and watermask – which first need
explaining. When it is creating LWMs and VTPs, Slarti works with data very similar
to a DEM. The only difference is in how it is interpreted; while a DEM describes the
elevation of many points of land, the data that Slarti uses describes the elevation of
points of water. This is because many of the options, even when creating FS2002compatible BGLs, require height data for the LWM polygons. This type of data,
containing information on not only where water exists but also on how high it is, is
described as a watermap.
Another simpler kind of data can also be used. This contains no elevation data, only
simple values for water/land/don’t know . This is referred to as a watermask.
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Both watermaps and watermasks can be loaded. For a watermap, no other
information is needed to generate LWM/VTP vector data. However, for a watermask
to be converted into a watermap – which is essential for Slarti to work – it also needs
elevation data. That is, you can only load a watermask if you also load mesh.
However, as you will see there are ways to work round this.
There are several different methods of working with water data to create LWMs.
They can even be combined in the same project.

Creating LWMs from only mesh data
This is the simplest option - you can produce water features without loading any
water-related data at all. As long as you are loading mesh data, the location of the
water can be guessed at; all points in your data that are at or below Sealevel are
assumed to be sealevel water.
This method easy to use, because you only need to set “Coastline = 1” in your .inf
file. It will work with all elevation data, even if you’ve just drawn it by hand in an
image editor. It also means that the coastlines match the mesh exactly, because
they’re created from the mesh itself.
However, that is also a potential drawback if you’re working with real-world
elevation data. SRTM data in particular can have holes and noise that can be difficult
to clear up, especially near coastlines. This can give you lots of tiny islands. For
cleaner data such as the USGS NED, this is a very fast method of creating oceans.
What it can’t do is create lakes that are not at sealevel.

Creating LWMs from both mesh and a watermask
A better option, but one which requires you to do some work, is to use a watermask.
Now you’re not relying on the mesh but giving explicit instructions on where to have
water. This means you get much more control; you can draw lakes and rivers, and
make adjustments or corrections. However, to use a watermask you must have
loaded mesh, otherwise there is no way of converting the simple water/land/don’t
know values into heights.
Loading a watermask is done in exactly the same way as loading mesh, except it goes
into a [Watersource] section instead of [Source]. Like elevation data, you can load
many different masks by using “Type = Multisource”; they can even overlap. The
only restriction is that all your water data to be loaded is the same type. You can’t
mix watermasks and watermaps.
Slarti will try and guess what kind of data you’re loading. This will only work in the
simplest cases though. To be sure your data gets interpreted correctly, you should
set the “ForceMask” parameter.
Your data is interpreted very simply – one value means water, another value means
land. Undefined is also accepted. First, all the WaterSource files are loaded. Then,
where you have marked ‘water’, the elevation of that water is taken from the
underlying mesh data. If there is no mesh data, for example if your mask is larger
than the mesh or if parts of the mesh are also undefined, the UndefLand parameter is
used as a last resort. If it is set to 1, the point is marked as land otherwise it is marked
as SeaLevel water.
One benefit of using a watermask is that you can create lakes with explicit heights
over a large area without having to manually set the height of each in an editor,
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because the heights are gathered from the mesh. However, even this benefit has
potential problems since it is much harder than it sounds to work out a single
elevation to be used. This works fairly well for small lakes but for larger ones it can
cause unsightly steps in the water surface where different parts of the same lake are
assigned different heights.

Creating LWMs from a watermap
Best of all in terms of the control you get is to load a watermap, exactly the same type
of data that gets used to create the LWMs. At first sight it appears as though this
means a lot of work, setting elevations for all the water in the map. In fact if you
want all your lakes, rivers and oceans to be fixed height, that’s exactly what you have
to do.
However, there’s a very powerful, very easy cheat. If the mesh the water will be used
with in the sim is good quality and you don’t mind the odd bump here and there in
your lakes, you can create a fake watermap in not much more time than it takes to
create a simple two-value watermask. Because you’re working with a watermap you
don’t need to load any mesh into Slarti – remember, a watermap already contains
elevation data - so this method works even if you’re creating replacement LWM
shorelines to go with commercial mesh for which you don’t have access to the
elevation data. All you need is one or more satellite images of the area you’re
working with!
The trick works only if you use a combination of “LWMVersion = 2” and “LWMCling
= 1” . This means that you create LWMs for FS2002 instead of FS2004. In fact, this is
better in many cases; where FS2004 demands that all water has a predefined height,
FS2002 allows water to be simply draped over the mesh no matter what height it’s at.
It’s exactly this feature we’re going to be using.
Setting “LWMCling = 1” tells Slarti to only set explicit heights if water is at SeaLevel.
If it’s above (or below!) it has no height assigned and therefore will just sit on top of
the mesh. This means that it doesn’t matter what height you set in your watermap!
Anything set to sealevel will be flattened, but anything else will exactly follow the
shape of the terrain completely automatically. Both types are made up of ‘real’ water
complete with wave textures, highlights, reflections etc. and of course are able to be
landed on by floatplanes.
Since the actual height you set in the watermap doesn’t matter, it’s now very easy to
create; you prepare it as if it were a watermask, with all water as 0. Then you use the
Levels tool in your editor to change all 0s into another low value, then flood-fill
(paintbucket tool) all the oceans back to 0. Even drawing a very rough outline with
the lasso tool and then using Levels to get pure black for the oceans is usually
enough.

Combining techniques
Although it’s not possible to load both watermasks and watermaps, it is possible to
combine loaded data with calculated data. Any areas that are still undefined after all
the datafiles have been loaded are set using the first method described here, basing
water information on the elevation of loaded mesh. Any areas that are still undefined
after doing that are set either to land (and therefore, since we’re dealing with water
data, don’t need any elevation) or sealevel water depending on the value of the
UndefLand parameter.
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This means you can work with patchy or cloudy satellite images easily, as long as
you’ve also loaded mesh, by setting areas you’re not sure about to ‘undefined’. Slarti
will guess whether or not it’s water, based on the mesh. This may not seem to help
much if you’re working on an area that’s well above sealevel but remember you can
set SeaLevel to anything you want. If there’s a large lake in the area you could set
sealevel to the altitude of the lake. Any areas you’ve defined won’t be changed even
if they’re below the elevation you’ve set SeaLevel to. You can even save the
combined results out (using “UpdateWM = True”) and edit them, re-loading the
edited version as a new watermap!

Fake rivers
If you are unable to get real-world water data for your work area, for example if
you’re creating a fictional location, you can use this feature to create rivers and lakes
which follow the terrain correctly. All you need to do is specify the starting location
of the river in the [Rivers] section of the inf. Clearly for this to work you must have
loaded mesh data, otherwise there is nothing for the river to flow over!
This can either be as a geographic location formated as “N21* 58.78', W159* 34.97'” or
as a pixel location in the source data. Giving the exact pixel coordinate can be more
accurate for placement than giving a geographic location, but will need to be
changed if you change your input or output parameters. The best way to work out
exact pixel coordinates is to load the mesh into your image editor after it has been
processed by Slarti once. This means that any scaling, clipping, datafile merging or
other mesh-altering operations are already represented in the mesh.

Artificial rivers and coastlines on Kauai

To create the rivers, Slarti will place a virtual watersource at the location you set.
Then it simulates what would happen if the water were to flow downhill. If it
reaches a basin where there is no lower way out, the basin will be filled until it
overflows, and will become a lake.
Normally, the river will continue downwards until it reaches SeaLevel, more water
or the edge of the map. However, you can control the maximum elevation of a river
system by adding it as a third value in the .inf (e.g. “Start = N21* 58.78', W159*
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34.97', 113”). This allows you to create lakes with no outlets; you could then create
VTP rivers later using something like Ground2K4.
When creating ‘fake’ rivers using this method, you need to think about which LWM
version you are creating. It will generate data no matter which mode you use, but the
results may not be what you were looking for. If you’re using LWMVersion = 2,
polygons are either horizontal fixed-height (in which case you’ll end up with stepped
rivers) or mesh-cling (in which case you’ll get lakes which sag in the middle).
Depending on your data, these issues may not cause problems. If they do, you can
either switch to LWMVersion = 3 or use the UpdateWM feature to export the
resulting watermap. You could then edit it to correct the problems and re-load it so
that the rivers are pre-defined.
Rivers are particularly susceptible to being pinched out at higher smoothing values.
You can fix this by decreasing RasterSmooth or VectorSmooth, reducing CoastBias
slightly, or manually by using UpdateWM to export the watermap and adding a few
extra water pixels at the points which are being closed off.

VTP Shoreline Settings
As well as creating LWM polygons, a set of matching shorelines is written using VTP
lines. These are split into three groups, each of which can be controlled separately.
•

Ocean shorelines are those which are flat, and at SeaLevel .

•

Lake shorelines are also flat, but not at SeaLevel .

•

River shorelines are all others.

For each group, the texture used is defined by OceanTex, LakeTex or RiverTex as
appropriate. You can give a texture bitmap name, or a number corresponding to a
terrain type from the “terrain.cfg” file that FS9 uses. These can also include special
effects, such as waves.
The line width is controlled by OceanWidth, LakeWidth or RiverWidth. For flat
areas, the values are used with no modifications. However, for sloping areas, the line
width is calculated depending on the gradient over which the water is running. For
these, the flattest areas will be LakeWidth, the steepest areas will be RiverWidth and
everything in the middle will be scaled between them.
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Smoothing Values
All of the loaded water data is always processed at a very high resolution, regardless
of the resolution of the original loaded data. This means that it would normally
appear very blocky. To avoid this, the data is smoothed a little after it is expanded.
The default value is a reasonable place to start. You can choose to override this by
setting RasterSmooth in the .inf file . Values between 1.0 (almost no smoothing at all)
and 128.0 (almost no detail at all) are accepted, but usually the best way to tweak this
parameter is to process once with the default, then add or subtract a little depending
on the results.
The other smoothing parameter, VectorSmooth, is used at the other end of the
vectorising process. It controls the maximum deviation from a straight line to allow
before including a point. A value of 1.0 would include almost every point that was
calculated; higher values are less selective.
It would seem that simply setting both of these to 1.0 would give the most ‘accurate’
scenery possible. This may be true but it will also look blocky, and could be many
times larger – and therefore slower – than it needs to be.

RasterSmooth = 1.0, VectorSmooth = 1.0

RasterSmooth = 2.5, VectorSmooth = 10

600,000 points; 2Mb BGL

165,000 points; 500K BGL
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Landclass data
This is used to tell FlightSim which group of textures to place over the mesh. It’s
fairly low resolution – only 1Km tiles – but can be used to completely change the
character of the landscape.
You can easily merge your own custom data with any data that gets automatically
generated, because Slarti will only overwrite landclass data that is set as ‘undefined’.
For example, you could prepare some data which places a town and a string of
houses along a large road but leaves everything else as 254 – undefined. Then get
Slarti to fill in the rest with ‘artificial’ landclass.
The edges of your land or waterclass data where it meets the default data can look
just as strange as the edges of mesh data. If your new landclass is not similar to the
existing data, you can get a sudden, straight change of appearance which is just as
distracting as any errors in the mesh. To avoid this, set “DitherLC = n” in the .inf,
where n is the radius of the dithering effect. This will randomly change some of the
landclass to 254 (transparent) near the edges of your data. This allows the existing
data to show through, making the boundary less sudden.
DitherLC affects the output of both Landclass and Waterclass.

Landclass with “DitherLC=10”

Landclass with “DitherLC=0”
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Remesh
Remeshing is another potential solution for the perennial problem of persistent
coastal flattening in FlightSim. The problem is that when new LWMs are added, the
appearance of the existing ones is altered but their flattening effect is not. This affects
the mesh data, giving it the elevation of the default LWMs merged with the new
LWMs. This is usually seen as an abrupt drop to sealevel even though the sea now
starts in a different place.
There are two ways to get round this, one of which is remesh. It works like this: since
the only way of overriding an existing LWM is to put a new one in the same place,
you create a whole stack of very small LWMs which cover the entire area of the
default ones. Each one is only made of two points, but must have the correct height
assigned so that it matches where the mesh would be if it wasn’t being flattened.
Naturally, for anything but the smallest areas this is a very time-consuming job to do
by hand.
To save you doing this, by setting Remesh
= 1 in the .inf Slarti will read the default
BGL files and automatically create remesh
BGLs for you which cover the appropriate
areas, matching the elevation of your
mesh. If you haven’t loaded any mesh or
if FS2004 isn’t installed, remesh can’t
operate.
Still, this option should be used with care.
Remeshing has its own downsides which
should be considered against the
alternative solution – which also has
drawbacks.

Tightly packed remesh polygons, shown in
black. There are more than 250,000 separate
polygons defined.

A remesh BGL can contain thousands – or
tens of thousands – of polygons, all of which need to be processed by FlightSim. All
but the smallest of areas can therefore cause a significant drop in performance. Also,
the appearance of the remeshed areas will be much more blocky than the mesh it is
intended to replace because the remesh polygons are treated as flat surfaces while
the mesh is treated as a smooth surface.

LWM Replacement
The alternative option is to completely remove from the Microsoft files the LWM
areas which lie in the same area as your new scenery. This is easier than it sounds,
but can cause problems where others have edited the same files. There are numerous
descriptions of the process in the AVSim developer forums as well as a complete
guide if you need to do this manually. However, Slarti will (with PatchLWM = 1 in
the .inf) locate and remove all offending LWM polygons and corresponding
shorelines.
As with PatchAPT the resulting files are placed in your output directory and the
originals are left untouched, so to see the results you will need to disable the original
files.
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Other Features
PatchAPT
If you have created new mesh you may find that the default airports don’t have
suitable elevations, resulting in raised platforms or runways in trenches. This is a
similar problem to the one with flattened coastlines, except that in this case the
default polygons only flatten the mesh without drawing anything on it.

A default airfield with new mesh

The patched airfield

If you set “PatchAPT=1” in the .inf, Slarti will try and fix this for you. Based on the
location of the airfield, it reads the appropriate file from the FS2004 scenery folder
and alters the elevations to match the new terrain. Related features are also modified,
so the elevation of all airports, towers, runways, VORs, NDBs, ILS glideslopes,
helipads, approach vectors etc. should be changed to match your new terrain. The
altered files, beginning with AP for the navigational features and FL for the
corresponding flattens, are saved in your destination folder.
The original files are left untouched, so it’s up to you to disable them. You can find
which ones to disable by searching under your FlightSim scenery folder; for
example, if a file called “AP958330_patch.BGL” has been created then you need to
disable AP958330.BGL . The patched version should be a complete drop-in
replacement for the original, with airfields outside the boundaries of your mesh left
untouched. You will be reminded to do this when you compile your scenery with the
batchfile.
PatchAPT will only work for FS2004, and so obviously requires it to be installed.
Occasionally it will not find all the airfields in a region if they are stored in
unexpected files. Most areas of the FlightSim world are defined in files which can be
predicted from the coordinates of the area. However there seem to be a few
exceptions, and these will not be automatically corrected. These are the polar regions,
the Galapagos Islands and Sao Tome.
When using this feature, you should be aware that changing the default files may
cause inconsistencies in other addons, particularly those created with AFCAD which
also affect the default airports.
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CoarseMesh
If you’ve created new mesh which is noticeably different to the default, you might
find that prominent features ‘snap’ into view as you fly towards them. This is
because FlightSim tries to load less detailed mesh as the distance from the plane
increases. Since this needs less memory, it is able to load much larger areas.
To avoid this, you can create a low-resolution version of your mesh which will be
used instead of the default low-res mesh. If you set “CoarseMesh = 1” in the .inf, a
low-res .raw and .inf file will be written using LOD 5.

ExpandMesh
One of the most common questions on the AVSim mesh developers’ forum is “Why
does part or all of my mesh not get created?”. This is due to the way FlightSim splits
the world into chunks, and is usually referred to as the LOD system (Level Of
Detail).
Each chunk of data is always exactly 257x257 values. As
the LOD increases, the area covered by each chunk gets
smaller. When you use resample.exe to convert the RAW
data into a BGL, it clips off any data that doesn’t fill an
entire LOD cell. The LOD value is the one you gave in
the resample .inf file, or the closest one if you set “LOD =
Auto”.

LOD 10
LOD 9
LOD 8
LOD 7

Relative areas covered by
different LOD cells

If you set “ExpandMesh = 1”,
the undefined bits around the
edge will be created and set to
SeaLevel . This means you get
to see all your mesh, but it will
have a flat boundary.

The red areas will not be processed by resample.exe
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CoastBias
With higher smoothing values, some of the fine details of the water features can be
lost. This particularly affects rivers where narrower points can be lost, making the
river stop and start. CoastBias affects the relative priority given to land and water
when creating the vector LWM polygons.
The default is 1.5, and an acceptable range is from 1.0 to 2.0 . Lower values give more
emphasis to water, and higher values emphasize land. So, if you have a river which
is being pinched out, you could try setting CoastBias a little lower than the default. If
you have a narrow neck of land such as a pier or a set of small islands which are
being ignored, try setting CoastBias a little higher.
CoastBias is only available in the registered version of Slarti.

Pinched-out rivers at CoastBias = 1.5

Corrected rivers at CoastBias = 1.3

Export to BLN
Sometimes you will want to edit the vector data that gets generated. To allow this,
you can set “ExportBLN = Yes” in the .inf file, and all vector data will be saved to
disk in a format that be loaded by other software. The format is BLN, a very simple
text-based list of coordinates.
VTP lines will have a third parameter added to each point representing the width of
the line. This format is loadable by SBuilder, by Luis Sá, and other GIS software.
LWM polygons will lose any information on elevation.

Export to SBuilder
For the same reason as the BLN export, you can export a project for SBuilder by
setting “ExportSBuilder = Yes”. LWMs and VTPs are exported complete with colour
and elevation data. The file will be called DestName.sbx . In SBuilder, you need to
simply select ‘Import…’ from the File menu and choose this file.
This feature is not supported by Luis Sá. Please don’t bug him if you have trouble
loading these project files into SBuilder.
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Minimum Shoreline Length
With smaller water features such as tiny islands or lakes – typically anything less
than 20m or so – the VTP shorelines can look very cramped. You can tell Slarti not to
generate VTP shores for these small features by setting MinVTPLength to a non-zero
value. Anything that has been identified as either a lake or island and has a total
shoreline length less than the value you set here will not be used. The value
represents the length in FlightSim ‘units’ – roughly 4 meters. A value of between 50
and 75 seems to be a good place to start.
Any lines that are removed this way do not count towards the total number of points
in the freeware version. The LWM lake or island itself remains. To remove these, you
must edit your source data.

Small Islands
Normally, islands that are completely enclosed within a single LOD13 area would be
created as a land LWM polygon. However, this means that any height information in
the mesh is lost for this island because it is created as a single, flat area. You can
change this so that small islands are cut out of the water they are surrounded by.
This creates more complex polygons, but you do maintain the original mesh
elevations.

Flat LWM islands which don’t touch the edge
of a LOD13 area

The same islands showing the joins that allow
the mesh to show through.
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Minimising Memory Requirements
Slarti needs lots of memory installed in your PC. There’s no way round it.
Obviously, smaller areas will need less memory to process but you might be
surprised how much is needed, especially if certain options are switched on.
Fortunately, there are ways of reducing this at the cost of a little inconvenience.
It’s possible for your data to grow much larger than you might realise, because as
mentioned before all the source files are scaled up to the highest resolution of any
loaded file.
For example, let’s say you’ve loaded six 2.5Mb mesh files containing SRTM data at
90m resolution and two high-res watermap files of about 200Mb each at 10m
resolution, which cover a larger space than the mesh. You’ve not switched on
boundary clipping (UseSourceDimensions = 0).
This sounds innocent enough, but in fact it’s the worst possible situation you could
have. This scenario would sound reasonable:
•

All three mesh files are loaded, overlapping slightly giving 12Mb in total.

•

The watermap files are loaded, bringing the memory up to about 450Mb.

Unfortunately there’s more to it than that:
•

The mesh files are loaded at 10m resolution, not 90, so they need more like
972Mb! (12 x 9 x 9)

•

Then the SRTM patching is run, and because the watermap overlaps the edge
of the mesh there are large gaps which can’t be separated. This is the worst
case and brings memory usage up to 4 x 972 = 3,888Mb . This will fail,
regardless of how much memory and/or swap you have available2.

There are some simple but effective things you can do to avoid or work round this
problem.
•

Process the mesh only, then remove all the [Source] sections from the .inf and
process the coastlines. This removes any side-effects of loading data of
different resolutions, but you lose the ability to have mesh-based repairs
made to the watermap, or to use fixed-height lakes with a watermask.

•

Set ‘UseSourceDimensions = 0’ and set small boundaries on exact LOD8
squares. Process as large an area as your machine will cope with, then do the
next, then the next… If you have the registered version, this can be made
much easier by using the environment variable feature and a small script.

•

These two methods almost always work. As a last-ditch attempt, you could
try reducing the resolution of your highest-res data. However, with a bit of
care you won’t need to do this; it’s perfectly possible to process twelve
landsat images and 20 SRTM tiles covering an entire LOD5 file – 64 LOD8
sections - on a machine with 1Gb physical RAM and a healthy swapfile.

2

With the newest versions of Windows it is theoretically possible to extend the user virtual address
space to 3Gb, but this is a technical procedure which may require you to reinstall Windows if it goes
wrong.
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Walkthrough
Enough dry theory. Let’s go through a real example. We’re going to build a package
covering a small lake in central Africa. There will be several deliberate mistakes
made to try and point out the most common ones.
This isn’t a set of rules, just a guide. Feel free to experiment and come up with your
own way of working!
For this example, I’ll use CinePaint and The Gimp as an image editors, and of course
the standard Microsoft compiling tools (resample, tmfcompress and bglc). The Gimp
is a free version of a Unix image editing program which has many of the same
features as Photoshop. Because it’s a Unix program, it doesn’t have the same feel as
most Windows programs so it may seem a little strange at first. If you have
Photoshop 7 or CS, this can be used instead. Cinepaint is a cut-down version of The
Gimp, but has one essential feature that Gimp lacks – it can work with 16-bit data.
Both CinePaint and The Gimp require an additional RAW loader plugin otherwise
they won’t be able to load the files.

Set up the project
Create a folder called “Walkthrough”, and under that another folder called “Source”.
You can have your source files anywhere you like, but this keeps them with the rest
of the project and separate from any other output files.

Getting the elevation data
Go to an SRTM site and download the files “S01E036.hgt.gz” and “N00E036.hgt.gz”
into the “Source” folder. You’ll need to decompress them – WinZip or other archive
tools will do this. Now run CinePaint and load “S01E036.hgt”.
This doesn’t look much like an elevation map! The grey bits are SRTM gaps where no
data exists. The rest looks entirely black. This is because it’s not supposed to be a
picture, it’s a data file. To be able to see the terrain, you need to amplify the data.
Select the Levels tool, under “Image → Colors”.

The Levels menu item
S01E036.hgt in CinePaint
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On the Levels dialog, there is a graph with a large spike near the left. Make sure
“Preview” is set and use the slider beneath the graph to change the input levels to
just cover the spike – the elevation map appears! The other little mark at the center of
the levels graph represents the undefined areas.

Results of the Levels operation

Now click ‘Cancel’. We don’t want to change this data at all, yet. Loading this data
has shown that we need to use SRTM patching, because there are holes in it.

Write the initial .inf file
Create a file called “walkthrough.inf” and edit it to contain this:
Lon = 36.0
NumOfCellsPerLine = 1201
NumOfLines = 1201
CellXDimensionDeg = 0.0008333334
CellYDimensionDeg = 0.0008333334
ScaleInMeters = 1.00000000

[Destination]
DestDir = ".\Scenery"
DestBaseFileName = "RiftLake"
UseSourceDimensions = 1
LOD = Auto
[LWM]
SRTM = 1
Coastline = 0
[Source]
Type = MultiSource
NumberOfSources = 2
[Source1]
Type = ElevS16MSB
SourceDir = ".\Source"
SourceFile = "S01E036.hgt"
Lat = 0.0

[Source2]
Type = ElevS16MSB
SourceDir = ".\Source"
SourceFile = "N00E036.hgt"
Lat = 1.0
Lon = 36.0
NumOfCellsPerLine = 1201
NumOfLines = 1201
CellXDimensionDeg = 0.0008333334
CellYDimensionDeg = 0.0008333334
ScaleInMeters = 1.00000000

This will load the two datafiles, merge them and apply SRTM patching. Because
we’re not working near sealevel there is no point in doing SRTM noise removal, so
setting “SRTM = 1” is enough to enable patching without spending too much time on
noise removal.
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Open a command window (Start → Run… , “cmd” for Win2000 or XP or
“command” for Win98). Change directory into your “Walkthrough” folder. Now
type “strip Walkthrough.inf” to compile the project.
If you get a message like “strip is not recognised as an internal or external
command”, it means that Windows can’t find the program strip.exe . You can either
give the full path (i.e. “C:\Terrain_Tools\strip”) or permanently add the path to
your environment. Check Windows Help for information on Environment Variables,
and add “C:\Terrain_Tools” to the end of your PATH.
You should now have a few more files containing the results of the compilation.
Type “.\riftlake” at the command prompt to build the mesh. The BGL will be put
into the “Scenery” folder which Slarti created – check it by loading it into
LWMViewer (below).

First results – a patched BGL

If you compare the result with the original data, you’ll see that the gaps have all been
filled and that it’s reasonably seamless. However, we can do better. In the .hgt file
you loaded, there was a large undefined area to the northwest. Slarti has filled it, and
even recognised that it’s a valley and not a hilltop. However, this gap is a lake and, if
we’re using mesh-cling lakes, it will sag in the middle. Let’s repair this in CinePaint.
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Manual mesh repairs
Using the eyedropper tool or the “View Info” window,
pick a value from right next to the gap. Remember the data
should look almost entirely black; if it’s visible, you didn’t
cancel the Levels dialog earlier and you’ll need to re-load
the file. You should get a value somewhere near 1760 – the
elevation in meters of the lake’s shoreline. Try a few different places and pick one of
the lower values to avoid having your lake created with raised edges. We can now
manually fill the missing data for the lake using the paintbucket tool. It should also
go black. Now save the file and re-run the “strip Walkthrough.inf” and
“.\riftlakes” commands. LWMViewer should pick up the changed file and re-load
it, showing the lakebed completely flat.

Results of patching a larger area

Manually repaired – completely flat.

This is one area where Cinepaint is a clear winner over Photoshop, because
Photoshop doesn’t allow you to pick an exact 16-bit value to paint with. Even picking
the closest it will provide, you could be up to 250 meters out!
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Clipping the edges
The next issue is that the mesh that is created has a large, flat boundary around the
edge. This is the result of ExpandMesh, set on by default. Simply setting this to 0 in
the .inf (add “ExpandMesh = 0” to the [LWM] section) will clip off the edges, but you
also lose a bit of mesh. See ExpandMesh for an explanation. This is good enough for
now. If you must have the bits of mesh that are clipped, you will need to download
more source data. We’ll cheat a little and force the level of detail one stage higher.
This will halve the size of the LOD square and stop so much data being ignored.
When you last ran “RiftLake.bat”, it would have finished with a long series of
numbers like this:

The first number in the sequence is 8, and the LOD used is one larger than that – the
file is therefore compiled at LOD9. Edit Walkthrough.inf and in the [Destination]
section change “LOD = Auto” to “LOD = 10”. Recompile (“strip walkthrough.inf”,
“.\riftlake.bat”). Load “BBRiftLake.bgl” into LWMViewer. If nothing appears,
you’re using resample from the FS2004 or FS2002 SDKs. This is one of the resample
bugs that appears in newer versions. You’ll need to use the FS2000 resample and
tmfcompress tools.

Adding artificial coastlines
Normally, this would be used to create the oceans but there’s no reason it can’t be
used for lakes. Since we know the height of one of the lakes, let’s try it. Add these
lines to the LWM section of the .inf and compile it again.
Coastline = 1
SeaLevel = 1760

Now there should be more files created. As well as BBRiftLake.bgl (the mesh), you
shoul have “LL_RiftLake_lwm.bgl” and “VV_RiftLake_vtp.bgl”. Load all of these into
LWMViewer – it should look like this:
There are two obvious problems. First, the water is wrong! It
turns out that our lake isn’t the lowest point in the map, so using
SeaLevel is inappropriate. We’re going to have to create the
water a different way.
Second, the water extends out past the boundaries of the mesh.
This may or may not be a problem. In this case, it doesn’t really
matter because it’s not going to exist once the watermap is
created properly.
Tip : It’s much easier to integrate water with the rest of the
FlightSim world if you always create entire LOD8 squares –
these are the ones that show up in LWMViewer when you
switch “GridLines” on. Inside the BGLs, water and shoreline
data is grouped in LOD8-sized chunks, so it’s very easy to
remove an entire LOD8 area.
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Making a watermap
First, remove the “SeaLevel” command from Walkthrough.inf to reset sealevel back
to 0. This is what the top of the file should now look like:
[Destination]
DestDir = ".\Scenery"
DestBaseFileName = "RiftLake"
UseSourceDimensions = 1
LOD = 10
[LWM]
SRTM = 1
ExpandMesh = 0
Coastline = 1
LWMVersion = 2
LWMCling = 1

The [Source] sections should be unchanged.
We’re going to need real-world data to get the water right. Go to one of the Landsat
websites and download some files covering this area. To save you some time, you
can do a path search for path 169, row 60. Normally you’d just search using the map
interface and download anything that covers your work area. Get the files called
“p169r060_7t20000127_z36_nn50.tif” and “p169r060_7x20000127.met” and put them
both in the Source folder. Load the TIF into The Gimp.
The lakes stand out clearly as (almost) pure black. They should be easy to separate
from the rest of the image. Notice the black boundary though which we’re going to
have to get rid of.

A suitable Landsat image for creating a coastline map.
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Editing a Landsat Image
We need to convert the landsat image into a watermap. This will give us neat, meshclinging lakes without the bother of having to set elevations for each one manually.
First, duplicate the layer in The Gimp (Dialogs → Layers). Click on the eye icon next
to the “Background” layer to switch it off. Make sure the “Background copy” layer is
selected (highlighted in blue) for editing.

Now zoom in on the lower right-hand corner, where there is a lake. Open the Info
window using “View → Window Info…” and select the “Extended” tab. Move the
pointer over the lake and notice the values that show up in the info window. They
should all be around 10-15 .
What we want is a picture where all the water is black, and all the land is a special
value anywhere between 25000 and 32767. The easiest way to do this is with the
Levels tool (Tools → Color Tools → Levels). In the “Input Values” boxes, enter 17 as
the first value (press Tab to make it recalculate the image, it may take a few seconds
to re-draw). This will reduce all colours less than 17 to zero, exactly what we need.
Now set the last box (the upper limit) to 60. The image should now look like this:

The lake is flat black – good – and most of the land is flat grey – good – but many of
the ridgelines nearby are also showing in black – bad. Anything in black will
eventually be converted into water, so we need to get rid of these. Try reducing the
upper limit in the Levels dialog. Experiment a little – a value around 23 should work.
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Most of the ridgelines are gone, but some remain. These have to be removed by
another method.
We can clean many of these stray points up by using
a filter. Select “Filters → Generic → Convolution
Matrix…” and fill the values as shown here. In
Photoshop, a better choice would be “Filters → Noise
→ Dust & Scratches”. Now use the Levels tool again,
with the lower limit of the Input Level as 127 and the
upper limit as 129. Don’t click ‘OK’ yet! Now you
should have a clean image with water as black and
land as white. We need to change these a little.
Although it’s not really necessary for this example,
we’ll follow a slightly more complex path. The ‘cheat’
method for creating watermaps requires sealevel
water to be 0, non-sealevel water to be low but non-zero and land to be above 25000 .
There’s no sea in our test area so we could ignore this and set “LWMCling=2” to get
the same results, but we’ll follow this method anyway.
In the Levels dialog, change the Output Levels lower and upper limits to 5 and 120.
All of the water now goes from 0 (black) to 5, and all of the land goes from 255
(white) to 120 (grey). This is now almost exactly what we need. Click ‘OK’ to make
the changes permanent. Now would be a good time to save the image, if you haven’t
done so already. Save as .PSD (Photoshop) or .XCF (Gimp), so that your layers are
retained.
Let’s see what we’ve got. Save the image again, but as a .BMP this time. Click ‘OK’ on
the Export File dialog that appears, choose “RLE encoded” on the next, and call it
“p169r060.bmp”. Edit your “Walkthrough.inf” file, adding these lines:
[WaterSource]
Type = Image
SourceDir = "Source"
SourceFile = "p169r060.bmp"
Lat = 0.9360762
Lon = 35.1863079
NumOfCellsPerLine = 8553
NumOfLines = 7549
UTMZone = 36
UTMOffX = 1745
UTMOffY = 136
UTMSize = 28.5

If you recompile now, you’ll be in for a long wait! This is because we’ve got SRTM
patching switched on. Before, it was only loading the SRTM files so only the actual
gaps in the files were being patched. Now it would extend the work area to cover the
entire area of the WaterSource file, which is larger than the mesh. This would cause
huge gaps around the edge of the mesh, and Slarti would try and patch these gaps.
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Restrict the work area
To get round this, change the Destination section to this:
[Destination]
DestDir = ".\Scenery"
DestBaseFileName = "RiftLake"
UseSourceDimensions = 0
NorthLat = 0.968190
WestLong = 36.091240
SouthLat = -0.967569
EastLong = 36.914106
LOD = 10

The changes restrict the boundary of the work area to the given coordinates. These
were chosen using LWMViewer, putting the pointer just outside the top left and
bottom right corners of the defined mesh. Remember, more mesh is being loaded
than is being created with resample because of the LOD restriction so by setting the
corners like this, we gain twice – not as much mesh needs to be processed by Slarti
and therefore it no longer needs to process enormous undefined areas where the
watermap overflows the edge of the mesh.
Now recompile. The results (load BBRiftLake.bgl and LL_RiftLake_lwm.bgl into
LWMViewer) look like this:
The mesh is much worse than it was before!
Remember that Slarti scales all data up to
the highest resolution of any loaded file?
The new data for the watermap is of higher
resolution than the mesh. Our mesh data
has therefore been upsampled (by Slarti)
and then downsampled (by resample)
giving it this nasty, blocky look. It’s easily
fixed though; in the LWM section of
Walkthrough.inf, change “Coastline = 1” to
“Coastline = 0”. Recompile and the mesh
should go back to the way it was before
because with coastline generation off, no
water data is loaded. Now set “Coastline =
1” again, and add “NormalMesh = 0” to
stop the mesh being created again.

First attempt at a watermap – both mesh
and water are wrong.
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The second obvious problem is that the undefined border of the Landsat image has
shown up as water. This is easy to fix.
Back in the image editor, we could simply
flood-fill (paintbucket tool) the border of
the image. However, this won’t work if
there is any water touching the edge
because right now, the boundary and the
water are the same value. The water –
possibly a long river system - would also
get filled with the ‘unknown’ value. To get
round this, use the Line tool with a fairly
wide brush, 20 pixels or so, and a value of
132 (in Gimp) or 48% grey in Photoshop.
Sealing the edges of the data with a thick
Zoom in and draw a line from each corner
line of ‘undefined’
to the next, overlapping the data a little.
Make sure any anti-aliasing option is
switched off. Now it’s safe to flood-fill the boundary.
Save the .bmp version of the image again and recompile. Much better – the mesh is
clean, the lakes are well-defined and the border is gone. In fact, we’ve just used the
‘UndefLand’ parameter even though it’s not defined in the .inf . This defaults to 1,
which forces any undefined areas of a watermap to be set to land after all other
methods fail. First, Slarti tries to set them based on the mesh altitude and SeaLevel
settings. Only where there is no mesh and no watermap data does the UndefLand
value get used.

The Gimp’s colour palette, showing 48% grey and 132
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Relocating the watermap
Now we’re down to cleaning up details. First, let’s tackle the placement of the
watermap image. In LWMViewer, load BBRiftLake.bgl and VV_RiftLake_lwm.bgl
and zoom right in to the nearly-circular lake at the bottom right. If you already have
everything loaded, just switch ‘Draw LWMs’ off.

Shoreline of a lake, useful for nudging the data around

Close, but no cigar. Look closely at the tiny circular lake at the left, and some other
places (marked) on the shore of the main lake. It’s a little too far to the northwest, so
we need to shift it southeast.
Position the pointer over a prominent part of the yellow coastline such as a corner.
Make sure ‘Position in minutes’ is disabled and press ‘Ctrl-C’ or select ‘Copy Coords’
from the pop-up menu to copy the location, then paste it into Notepad. Next, do the
same for the position that the feature should occupy. The values will vary of course,
but should be similar to this:
Feature is at: -0.801109, 36.275305
Should be at : -0.800244, 36.274632

Now read the Lat and Long values from the WaterSource section of Walkthrough.inf.
To reposition the file correctly, you need to add the ‘should be’ value and subtract
the ‘is at’ value. So:
New Lat = Old Lat + (‘should be’ Lat) – (‘is at’ Lat)
New Long = Old Long + (‘should be’ Long) – (‘is at’ Long)
0.936941 = 0.936076 + (-0.800244) – (-0.801109)
35.185635 = 35.186308 + (36.274632) – (36.275305)

So change the [WaterSource] section accordingly:
Lat = 0.936941
Lon = 35.185635
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Recompile, and the lakes should now all be better placed. If not, just do the same
thing again until you’re happy. Remember to change the ‘Old Lat’ and ‘Old Long’
values every time. This is the work of seconds in a spreadsheet.

Cleaning the watermap
Most of the time you will find that the watermap needs to be cleaned up. Deep
shadows will show up as lakes, or clouds as land (which is a problem if they are over
water).
Back in the image editor, enable both layers – the watermap layer and the original,
unaltered image – and set the opacity of the watermap to about 50%. Zoom right in,
say to around 300%, and start in the top left of the image. Slowly scroll right. You
should be able to see the problem areas, and you can then paint them out. It does
take a bit of practise. When you reach the right-hand side, skip down a bit and scroll
back to the left. Keep going until you’ve scanned the whole image.
When you find an error, use the colour picker tool to get the appropriate values to
paint with and just paint it out. If you’ve followed the examples, the correct paint
values would be 5 (for water) and 132 (for land). Make sure you use the Pencil tool
instead of the Paintbrush, and that you don’t have anti-aliasing switched on. Using
the brush tool or anti-aliasing will try and blend the edges of the paint, and this
could cause incorrect values to be set in the data.
Toggling the layers on and off, or changing the opacity value, can help with this step
by making it easier to spot different types of errors.
You can also use this method to add smaller details that maybe got filtered out
earlier on, putting small lakes and maybe rivers back in – the level of detail is
entirely up to you. Just remember to save both the .psd or .xcf image which contains
the layers and the bitmap image which Slarti uses as a datasource.

Data near 3680, 3060 showing black (water) in the
shadows of ridges which needs to be painted out.
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Set the detail levels
The detail level of the LWM and VTP data will be set automatically. It is usually set
slightly higher than it really needs to be, to try and preserve as much detail as
possible. Most of the time you can safely reduce the detail levels without sacrificing
much, if any, visible detail. The values that affect this most are RasterSmooth and
VectorSmooth.
Load “VTP_RiftLakes_vtp.bgl” into LWMViewer, zoom into one of the lakes and
switch on the ‘Points’ display. The points (black dots) are already fairly well spread
out, but some places still have obvious ‘steps’ in nearly-straight lines. We can
improve that by increasing the smoothing value slightly.
Try putting “VectorSmooth = 8” into the LWM section of Walkthrough.inf . This
sets the second-stage smoothing value to be used to 8, higher than the default.
Recompile, and run the batch file to build the BGLs. LWMViewer should re-load the
new file, and you’ll probably find that the steps are either gone or at least reduced.

Steps in a line at default smoothing levels

The same line with VectorSmooth = 8

The overall level of detail is also reduced, but you need to remember that you’re
creating terrain for a flight simulator and not a scientific dataset where accuracy is
paramount. Having every last detail visible in LWMViewer is fine, but if you can’t
see any difference inside the sim you’re just needlessly slowing things down.
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Adding landclass
The mesh and the watermap are both finished. What’s left? Your
scenery package will be useable as it stands, but for an extra touch
you could add new landclass. Most of the time this won’t be
necessary but if you’re making a fictional location, particularly if it’s
offshore somewhere, landclass is essential.
First, add “Landclass = overwrite” and “Scheme = Rift” to the
LWM section and change Coastline to 0 – there’s no point in reprocessing this every time. Recompile again, and load the entire
Scenery folder into LWMViewer. Slarti will complain that it
couldn’t open schemes.cfg – that’s because we’ve not created it yet
– but it will continue, using an internal default scheme. A new file
will be added – RiftLake_lc.bgl .
Instant landclass – but entirely inappropriate for a semi-desert
environment on the equator! Let’s fix it.
Create a file called “schemes.cfg” in the same folder as
“Walkthrough.inf” and add this:
[Rift]
2300,50,1,
3300,0,1,
3500,100,1,
99999,0,1,

59,51
53,12
141
142

Check back to the schemes.cfg section for the exact meanings of these numbers.
Basically it defines elevation-related bands of different classes. By adding more than
one class type to each elevation band, some randomness is added to the landclasses.
This is more appropriate for the region.
However, it’s still not great – the
difference between this class data and the
default is pretty striking. Make it blend
better by adding “DitherLC = 10” to the
[LWM] section and recompiling.

Redefined landclasses with a dithered edge
allowing the original class to show through.
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Integrating with FlightSim
You could (and probably did!) add this area into FlightSim’s scenery database much
earlier. If you did, you’ll have been wondering about the double shorelines and
raised or lowered lakes, and maybe airports on platforms or in trenches. These are a
standard problem with addon scenery in FlightSim 2004; most of the original data
gets overridden correctly but flatten polygons, used for airports and lakes, retain
their fixed elevations.
Both of these problems can be fixed directly, by setting “PatchAPT = 1” and
“PatchLWM = 1” in the [LWM] section. Do this and recompile. Load all the new files
into LWMViewer – you should now have this lot:
AP957310_patch.bgl
AP957320_patch.bgl
BBRiftLake.bgl
FL957310_patch.bgl
FL957320_patch.bgl
HL957310_patch.bgl
HL957320_patch.bgl
HP957310_patch.bgl
HP957320_patch.bgl
LL_RiftLake_lwm.bgl
RiftLake_lc.bgl
VV_RiftLake_vtp.bgl

Follow the instructions that appeared when you last ran “RiftLake.bat” – disable the
named files by, for example, adding them to a .zip archive and deleting them from
the original locations.

What next?
That’s pretty much it. Now you can customise your scenery, giving it a bit of a
unique feel – maybe using Ground2K4 to alter roads or streams, or using EZLandclass to customise the class data, adding towns. In fact, to finish this area off
there are a few more things that need to be done.
Most noticeably, the lower right of the area is still undefined as far as water goes, and
because all overlapping water cells are removed by default there are now some
missing lakes. To fix this, you would download additional landsat files, for path 168
and rows 60 and 61, and process those in the same way. Then, you could set the
output dimensions in the [Destination] section to entire cell boundaries and get a
completely clean border with the patched default files. Remember that you will have
to re-enable the default files if you want Slarti to re-patch them.
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Final configuration files
If you’ve followed the walkthrough completely, you should have two configuration
files like these – rather more complicated than the one you started out with!
Walkthrough.inf
[Destination]
DestDir = ".\Scenery"
DestBaseFileName = "RiftLake"
UseSourceDimensions = 0
NorthLat = 0.968190
WestLong = 36.091240
SouthLat = -0.967569
EastLong = 36.914106
LOD = 10
[LWM]
SRTM = 1
VectorSmooth = 8
ExpandMesh = 0
Coastline = 0
NormalMesh = 0
LWMVersion = 2
LWMCling = 1
Landclass = overwrite
Scheme = Rift
DitherLC = 8
PatchAPT = 1
PatchLWM = 1
[Source]
Type = MultiSource
NumberOfSources = 2
[Source1]
Type = Image
SourceDir = ".\Source"
SourceFile = "S01E036.png"

Lat = 0.0
Lon = 36.0
NumOfCellsPerLine = 1201
NumOfLines = 1201
CellXDimensionDeg = 0.0008333334
CellYDimensionDeg = 0.0008333334
ScaleInMeters = 1.00000000
[Source2]
Type = ElevS16MSB
SourceDir = ".\Source"
SourceFile = "N00E036.hgt"
Lat = 1.0
Lon = 36.0
NumOfCellsPerLine = 1201
NumOfLines = 1201
CellXDimensionDeg = 0.0008333334
CellYDimensionDeg = 0.0008333334
ScaleInMeters = 1.00000000
[WaterSource]
Type = Image
SourceDir = "Source"
SourceFile = "p169r060.bmp"
Lat = 0.936941
Lon = 35.185635
NumOfCellsPerLine = 8553
NumOfLines = 7549
UTMZone = 36
UTMOffX = 1745
UTMOffY = 136
UTMSize = 28.5

Schemes.cfg
[Rift]
2300,50,1, 59,51
3300,0,1, 53,12
3700,100,1, 141
99999,0,1, 142
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Useful Links
Almost any kind of data can be used, even hand-drawn sketches. However, if you
want to use real-world data the following websites offer a variety of downloads for
free. Most of the examples in this guide assume that data is fetched from one or more
of these sites.
•

Landsat data is useful for creating watermasks.

•

More Landsat data, hosted by NASA.

•

SRTM data has almost worldwide coverage of elevation.

•

USGS NED is also elevation data and is of much higher quality than
SRTM but only covers areas of interest to the USA. If you download from
here, make sure you specify GeoTIFF and not ArcGrid format.

•

nsidc.org has lots of geodata for areas that aren’t covered by SRTM.

•

John Childs’ website www.terrainmap.com is a goldmine of techniques,
tools and other information. The utility Blackart, for manipulating and
repairing DEMs, is available from here.

•

http://www.gimp.org/ has the excellent Gimp 8-bit image editor.

•

Cinepaint is the 16-bit version of The Gimp.
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Changes
June 10th 2005
-

Fixed a bug where patching mesh holes in steep terrain would create
unnatural-looking ridges.

-

Made blending of patched terrain with the original better, including
getting rid of most of the regular pattern that could be seen.

-

When saving terrain RAW files, now also saves .hdr and .prj files to
allow the RAW to be viewed easily in Global Mapper .

-

Fixed a half-unit offset when working with mesh and HQSample was
disabled. Note that there may still be a small offset even when using
HQSample.

-

Added UndefHeight parameter.
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